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 The author may send a copy of the audiobook to the original purchaser at no charge. Sign up for my mailing list so you don't miss a free book! "Neat-as-a-pin ladies' mystery! " —Library Journal "An entertaining mystery with plenty of twists... A nice cast of supporting characters with distinct personalities." —Kirkus Reviews "Blistering good." —The Denver Post "Terrific." —Owen G, author of
Storm Over Gibraltar "Terrific." —Richard Stark, author of A MAN CALLED WATSON "Entertaining, fast-paced, and satisfying." —Bill Curtis, author of The Lock Doctor's Daughter "Loved it." —R.L. Stine, author of Ghost in the Graveyard "The intrigue and mystery are fun and make the story interesting. " —Michele Moran, author of Murder for the Mob "An instant, cozy-warm read that kept

me guessing the whole way." —Sarah Graves, author of First Sunday in July "It's all you could want in a cozy mystery." —Mary Ann Gwinn, author of The Amish Kitchen "Makes you smile and sigh at the same time." —Diana Peterfreund, author of the Gabriel Stone Mysteries "Starts out slow and ends with a bang!" —Sharon Daigle, author of the Armand Goes to Paris Mystery Series "A very
enjoyable mystery that keeps you on the edge of your seat." —Lisa White, author of the Fool's Paradise Mystery Series "A breezy mystery." —Ursula Montgomery, author of the London Bus Mystery Series "An entertaining mystery!" —Julia Spencer-Fleming, author of the Starkfield Mysteries "A fun, entertaining mystery that will keep you guessing. " —Lynn Austin, author of the Caroline Douglass

series "A good mix of action and intrigue." —Kris Adams, author of the Three Bullets series "An engaging debut... A charming tale... A fun adventure." —Caitlyn Kelly, author of Missing! "Exciting, suspenseful, and easy to read, this is a must-read." —Sarah Smith, author of the St. Louis Breakdown Mysteries " 82157476af
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